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Why Yooz is the
Best AP Automation Solution

for Talentia Users.
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Image Push

Yooz is
the only solution

that pushes the image of
the invoice
to Talentia.

Increased visibility with
payment information

Yooz sends the list of
invoices that are waiting

to be paid and gets
invoice payment

information back.

Talentia - Yooz:
The best seamless integration. 

Yooz and Talentia integrate together
to provide an unrivaled personalized user experience.

Don’t take our word for it! 
Our clients are the heroes of our story.  

Why would you choose Yooz? 

Reduce processing
costs by 80%.
Do more with less.

Gain instant
visibility.
Stop losing
documents.

Detect fraud
and secure
documents.

Automate the entire 
P2P process.

Try for free.
Be compliant.

Set up Yooz in 
a few clicks.

Divide processing
time by 5 to 20.

The Best Real-Time
Automation Rate

The Most Powerful
P2P and AP-

specific features

The Easiest
User Experience

$

Manual Costs
£9 to £20
per doc
£3.25

(archiving costs)

Lack of Visibility

3.5% 
erroneous or

double payments

Late Payments

31%
of

invoices

22 to 35
processing

days

Complexity

Why Automate Accounts Payable?

Why Now?

You cannot afford
to ignore the

risks any longer!

Your competitors
will not wait

for you!

Electronic invoicing
and initiatives like

Making Tax Digital
represent increasing

regulatory pressure. 

60% of all UK businesses
fell victims to
cybersecurity attacks
or breaches
in the past 12 months!*

Processing time
divided by 5 to 10. 

What about you?
What benefits will you get
from the implementation

of AP Automation?

80% less
processing costs.

You are losing
credibility by not
keeping up with

the best technology!

200,000 users
have processed over
100,000,000 documents
with Yooz.

You have
 already fallen 

behind! 

62% of CEOs
said they already

started making their
business digital.

2/3 of business leaders
will no longer be
competitive if they
cannot be significantly
more digital.

Over 4,000 companies
have chosen to automate
AP processes with Yooz.

https://www.getyooz.co.uk
https://twitter.com/Yooz_UK
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yooz/



